We provide an experience that is different from any other literacy assessment provider

As an educator, you do everything you can to make sure children learn, grow, and leave your care ready to take on the challenges of life after high school. Literacy, in particular, holds the key to a lifetime of learning. So while you’re striving for excellence in reading comprehension, who do you want by your side?

A literacy assessment champion who is committed to measuring your students’ progress so you know what they know and where they need more work — and to helping you meet the Common Core State Standard’s requirements of on-grade-level reading and the mastery of increasingly complex text?

An unparalleled level of reporting that draws connections between assessment scores and instruction so teachers in all subject areas — math, science, social studies, special education, English language arts and English language learning — get insights into students’ reading comprehension abilities and are better able to set goals and inform instruction to ensure that students are prepared for college or career?

A commitment to providing professional learning — from webinars to on-site workshops — designed to help educators get the most out of literacy assessment solutions?

Questar takes a fresh and innovative approach to meaningful literacy assessment design, delivery, scoring, analysis, and reporting. And we are reimagining how assessments can empower educators to see opportunities to improve instruction and fully prepare students for college or career. Educators trust our high-quality, reliable reading comprehension measurement products to meet their districts’ needs for literacy assessment at an unprecedented value.

We’re ready to shake up the status quo in literacy assessment.

ARE YOU READY TO JOIN US?
Proven experience with literacy assessments

District-Level Literacy Assessment Options

We believe, as you do, that bridging the gap between classroom learning and summative assessment performance begins at the district level.

100% Ready To Go

We are well known and well regarded for developing innovative, market-ready literacy solutions, that fit easily into any district’s curriculum and instruction plans.

- **Degrees of Reading Power®** accurately measures students’ reading comprehension levels of increasingly complex texts and improves their overall “read to learn” abilities. Along with providing placement, benchmark, and growth data at the beginning, middle, and end of the school year, the program also helps teachers in all subject areas improve reading instruction, scaffold reading materials, and target instructional strategies. *Degrees of Reading Power* provides diagnostic reporting on students’ progress as measured by state and Common Core state standards, and is available for delivery in both paper-and-pencil and online formats.

- **MAC II Test** offers a comprehensive evaluation of English-language proficiency among K–12 students who are non-native speakers of English. It measures speaking, listening, reading, writing, and comprehension, and identifies students’ strengths and weaknesses, shows their progress over time, compares their progress to other English language learners, and more.